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Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Colleagues and Partners,
Presenting 2014-2015 Report of the National Association of Agricultural Insurers (NAAI), I would like to emphasize that those years were
crucial for the national agricultural insurance system. Not by chance,
it coincided with serious changes in the agricultural sector development as a whole. In 2014 experiencing sanctions that restricted
access to international financial resources, the agricultural sector
honorably endured them and could bring Russia to the forefront of
the world in a number of indicators.
The agricultural insurance system as the key element in the protection of agricultural producers’ financial stability in modern agriculture, has to match the level of the country’s agricultural production
development. In 2014-2015 the State, represented by legislators,
the Russian Government, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of
Finance and the Central Bank of Russia together with the insurance
community represented by NAAI decided to move to a single centralized system of agricultural insurance, operating on the same rules
and standards. This is a big responsibility for the insurance sector,
on which now effective organization of agricultural insurance system
depends in the interests of the State, agricultural producers and the
insurance companies themselves, aimed to a long-term presence on
the traditionally difficult – not only in Russia, but also worldwide the agricultural risk insurance market.

The first is preparation and entry into force of the Federal Law 424-FZ
of December 22, 2014, which amended the relevant legislation on
state-supported agricultural insurance. While the bill was under
preparation, there was an intense discussion of different conceptions, in the end, NAAI’s approach to the key positions was taken into
account and was made part of the Law. Entry into force in 2015 of
the clauses on the extension of state-subsidi agricultural insurance
coverage required adaptation of methodological basis. However the
greatest challenge was preparation for entry into force on January 1,
2016, of the clauses of the Law providing transition to a single centralized system of agricultural insurance, taking in consideration that
NAAI got the status of the common association of agricultural insurers in the field of state-supported agricultural insurance. Secondly,
there is strengthening of control and supervision policy of the Bank
of Russia with regard to verification of insurance companies’ stability, reliability, and solvency including companies that carry state-supported agricultural insurance. Checks resulted in recall and license
suspension of more than 20 participants in agricultural insurance.
NAAI fully meets the guarantee function, carrying out indemnity
payments under state supported agricultural insurance contracts.

Thirdly, in 2014-2015 there was intensification of unscrupulous participants’ actions
in agricultural insurance relations, appearance and spread of fraudulent practices on
claiming improper indemnities based on
the use of pseudo-legal mechanisms. Since
2015 NAAI has paid special attention to this
problem.
In general, the goals of 2014-2015 were
achieved, the transition to a unified system
took place.
Now, the insurance market’s mission is to
build a really effective system to meet the
ultimate food security objectives of Russia,
and at the same time based on the insurance
principles.
NAAI will make every effort to accomplish
this mission within the framework of public-private partnership in the interests of the
national economy.
President of the National Association
of Agricultural Insurers of Russia
Korney Bizdov
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In 2014-2015, the key events that had an influence on the development of the state-supported agricultural insurance system and
accordingly on the National Association of Agricultural Insurers were
the following.
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Dear Colleagues,
The state-supported agricultural insurance must play one of the key
roles in providing sustainable development of the agricultural business industry.
The annual support for agricultural insurance, including crop insurance and live-stock insurance is provided for by the State Program
for agriculture development and regulation of agricultural products,
raw materials and food markets up to 2020.
In September 2015, the Bank of Russia decided to assign the National
Association of Agricultural Insurers of Russia (NAAI) the status of the
only unified national agricultural insurance union.
Moreover, before the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia had advocated
setting up a single unified professional agricultural insurers association, acting on the basis of state support. This association’s activities
are designed to make the agricultural insurance system transparent
and understandable to all participants of the insurance market.
The four-year experience of the application of state-supported agricultural insurance mechanisms in active cooperation with the National Association of Agricultural Insurers of Russia produced results. For
the first time, the transition of the agricultural insurance system to
the common standards and unified rules was introduced.
However, instead of all efforts, the Russian agricultural producers
have not yet come to the understanding of the special importance
of the particular modern mechanism of loss assessment in difficult
climatic conditions. The State continues to compensate for the loss,
suffered from emergency situations, from agricultural funds of the
Federal budget.
As for the last year results, the share of insured cropland acreage was
reduced by 35%, compared with 2014, and amounted to 11% of the
whole cropland acreage in Russia. This year, the trend continues to
evolve: the amount of crop areas insured with state support is 40%
less than last year.
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In some regions of Russia, there are no insurance companies,
doing agricultural insurance, which negatively affects the market
development.
I am confident that building of the agricultural insurance system,
providing protection for and financial stability of the agricultural
production sector in Russia is a long-term goal of national importance for the State, and the Ministry of Agriculture expects the insurance community, represented by NAAI, in partnership with the State
to find its effective solution.
I wish you all continued success and fruitful work!
Minister of Agriculture of the Russian Federation
Alexander Thkachev
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Dear Colleagues,
The Law on the state support for the agricultural insurance № 260-FZ,
entered into force from January 1st, 2012, and gave the possibility to
agricultural producers of the country to insure its future yield, paying only a half of the premium tariff. From 2013 the State support is
extending not only on the crop, but also on the agricultural livestock
protection.
Adoption of this Law makes possible to realize well-oriented management of the risks in the agriculture sector, which corresponds to
the best international practices.
The international experience shows that agricultural insurance professional organisations are of great significance for an agricultural
insurance system based on the principles of the private-public partnership. The Department of Supervision of the Insurance Markets
of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation pays special attention
to the regulation of the insurers’ activities, working with the subsidized agricultural insurance. Regulator’s policy consists in cutting
the presence in the market of unscrupulous players, interruption of
fraudulent practices regarding utilization of the budget resources,
regulation of clear wordings which respondent to the interest of the
agricultural producers. In this direction the Department of Supervision of the Insurance Markets works together with the National Association of Agricultural Insurers (NAAI). Suchcollaboration proved its
efficiency during two years when the Law on the agricultural insurance was under effect.
The Central Bank hopes, that NAAI’s activities also in the future will
promote the development of such an important sector for financial
services as the agricultural insurance with public support represents.
Director of the Department of Insurance Markets
of the Central Bank of Russia
Igor Zhuk

The transition towards the public-private partnership, based on a
unified professional agricultural insurers association, made possible
to raise standards of the state supported agricultural insurance to
improve the quality of insurance services for agricultural producers.
Taking into consideration requirements of the insurance business,
this transition ensures real participation of the insurance sector in
building a purposeful policy of agricultural risk management as corresponding to the best international practices. From entering into
force in 2012 the Law on State Supported Agricultural Insurance,
NAAI has been able to demonstrate responsible approach to establishing the subsidized agricultural insurance system together with
the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia and the agricultural production
bodies of the Subjects of the Russian Federation. Providing a high
discipline within the pool, NAAI has built all the legal mechanisms of
the agricultural insurance system, including the system of insurance
protection for agricultural producers through indemnity payments
in case of bankruptcy of an insurance company.
The insurance community expects NAAI as a unified association to
realize potential of this new status to the fullest extent, achieving
new results in developing a modern subsidized agricultural insurance system in Russia, meeting the interests of agriculture in Russia
and of the Russian insurance sector.
President of the All Russian Insurance Association (ARIA)
Igor Yurgens
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Dear Colleagues,
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THE AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE SYSTEM
IN RUSSIA

Support of insurance of agricultural risks, according to the Law
264-FZ, is one of the core directions of state support in the field of
development of agriculture, to that attributed (item 7 of the Law):
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1. Providing of availability of credit resources for the agricultural
producers of all types;
2. Development of the system of insurance of risks in agriculture;
3. Development of the livestock breeding;
4. Development of selected seed-grower;
5. Providing of production of goods of stock raising;
6. Providing of bookmark of the long-term planting and care
of them;

THE AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE SYSTEM
WITH STATE SUPPORT
IN RUSSIA

1.1.1. Legal frameworks and
base principles of organization of
agricul‑tural insurance system
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Realization of subsidizing of agricultural
insurance are fulfilled in Russia within the
framework of public agrarian policy, bases of that are determined by the Federal Law
"On development of Agriculture" 264-FZ,
adopted in 2006.

7. Providing of updating of the fixed assets of agricultural producers;
8. Providing of events on the fertility improving of soils;
9. Providing of steady development of rural territories, including
building and maintenance in the proper order of relating the settlements of highways;
10. Grant of consultative help to the agricultural producers, preparation and retraining of specialists for agriculture;
11. Data ware during realization of public agrarian policy;
12. Support of agricultural producers, carrying out the production
of goods on unfavourable for such production territories.

Primary purposes of public agrarian policy are:

Medium-term aims, tasks and basic directions of development, and
the mechanisms of realization and financial providing of their execution become firmly established by the Government of the Russian
Federation within the framework of the State program of development of agriculture and adjusting of agricultural production, raw
materials and food markets.

1. Increase of competitiveness of Russian
agricultural production and agricultural producers, providing of quality of Russian food
commodities;

The Government program determines the development of agriculture of the the Russian Federation for 2013-2020. Having a special
purpose index of the scope of crop insurance is set at the level of
12,5% from sowing areas.

2. Providing steady development of rural
territories, employment of rural population,
the increase of standard of his living, including remunerations of the labor of farmers;

Primary purposes of the Government program of development of agriculture on 2013-2020 are

3. Maintenance and reproduction of natural resources, used for the needs of agricultural production.
4. Forming of the effectively functioning market of agricultural production, raw
materials and food, providing the increase
of profitableness of agricultural producers
and the development of infrastructure of
this market;

• providing of food safety of the country in the parameters of
the doctrine of food safety of the the Russian Federation;
• the increase of competitiveness of home agricultural production on internal and external markets;
• the increase of financial stability of enterprises of agricultural
production;
• the steady development of rural territories.

5. Creation of favourable investment climate and increase of the volume of investments in the field of agriculture;

1.1.2. Order of subsidizing the agricultural insurance

6. Watching a price index on agricultural
production, raw materials and price index
(tariffs) on industrial products (services),
used by agricultural producers, and maintenance of parity of such price (tariffs) indexes.

According to the Law 264-FZ, resources of Federal Budget, envisaged
by the Federal Law on Federal Budget for the next fiscal year, on
support of the development of agriculture are given to the budgets
of Subjects of the the Russian Federation as subsidies in the order
established by the Government of the the Russian Federation.

The Government of the the Russian Federation sets the terms of
grant of subsidies to the budgets of Subjects by including, according
to the Law 262-FZ, as a condition of grant due to facilities of Federal Budget of subsidies to the budgets of Subjects of the the Russian
Federation on separate directions in the field of production of agricultural goods can be set for the agricultural producers existence of
contracts of agricultural insurance, as per requirements of the Federal Law on State Support in the field of agricultural insurance № 260FZ. In 2014-2015 such condition was not entered.
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For the organization of subsidizing of agricultural insurance are
responsible directly on places the supreme executive bodies of state
power of the Subjects of the the Russian Federation. They, according to the Law № 260-FZ, must establish by its normative acts order
providing of state support in the field of agricultural insurance in the
Subject. This order must answer requirements of the Law № 260-FZ
and general requirements set by the Government of the the Russian
Federation.
According to the Law № 260-FZ, facilities of subsidy on paying of
insurance payment for a concrete contract are transferred by the
body of regional state agricultural power on the clearing account
of insurer in volume of 50 % of charged insurance premiums on the
basis of the declaration of the agricultural producer on condition that
the contract of insurance answers requirements of the Law № 260-FZ,
including, that Insured must pay 50 % of the premium before making
an appeal after facilities of subsidy. The volume of the premium for
the aims of subsidizing settles accounts according to envisaged by
the Law № 260-FZ Plan of Agricultural Insurance, that contains the
list of objects of agricultural insurance (types of crops and animals)
and maximum limits of rates for subsidies calculation. They are differentiated in relation to the Subjects of the Russian Federation for
every category of objects of insurance, taking into account the level
of deductible (participating of the insured in the risk). The Ministry of
Agriculture elaborates Agricultural Insurance Plan every year for the
next year.

In 2014-2015 the Government of the the Russian Federation decided
that problem by the annual emission of the repeated order on redistribution of facilities of the subsidies distinguished for support of
agricultural insurance. In 2014 resources of subsidy were up-diffused
by the Government of the the Russian Federation to the Subjects of
the Russian Federation in January 2014 (Order from 28.01.2014 №
80-r), adjustment of distribution was produced in November (Order
from 27.11.2014 № 2376-r). In 2015 subsidies were distinguished to
the Subjects of the the Russian Federation in February (Order from
10.02.2015 № 194-r), redistribution was produced in August 2015
(Orders from 25.08.2015 № 1633-r and № 1637-r).
1.1.3. Model of agricultural insurance with state support
On the basis of the system of the subsidized agricultural insurance
in Russia with 2012 the model of multi-peril crop insurance (MPCI),
envisaging insurance coverage of group of basic risks on a single policy, is fixing. This model is using in a number of countries for organization of the systems of agricultural insurance.
A law envisages possibility of insurance of practically all types of
agricultural cultures: grain, leguminous, oil-bearing, technical, forage, water-melon crops, potatoes, vegetables, vineyards, fruit, berry,
nuts, hop plantations, tea, damage (loss) of landings of the perennial
plants (vineyards, fruit, nuts, hop plantations, tea).
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As organization of the system of the federal subsidizing envisages
pre-allocation of resources on a future year, during practical realization of subsidizing of agricultural insurance annually there is necessity of redistribution of facilities by reason of insufficiency of resources of Federal Budget for satisfaction of all acting statements from
agricultural producers in ones subjects of premiums and insufficient
highly sought of facilities in other.
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By the objects of crop agricultural insurance, landings of the perennial plants there
are property interests of insured or beneficiary, related to the risk of damage (loss) of
the harvest of agricultural culture. Under the
crop damage (loss) is understood having a
place in the period of the validity of insurance contract decline of the actual harvest
of agricultural culture, including harvest of
the perennial plants. This decline is equal to
on statutory № 260-FZ threshold volume as
compared to the pre-arranged harvest, on
condition that the loss of harvest happened
as a result of offensive of the events, indicated in the list of agricultural risks subject to
insurance according to the Law № 260-FZ.
In 2014 a thresholding for confession of
crop insurance damage (loss) was set by the
Law № 260-FZ at the level of 30 %, in 2015
- at the level of 25 %. With 2016 this threshold is reduced to 20 %. Level of the pre-arranged harvest from that a decline is counting off, according to operating in the period
of 2014-2015 methodology, is determined
from the calculation of average for five-year
period preceding the year of the conclusion
of crop insurance contract.
According to the Law № 260-FZ, methodologies of determination of insurance cost and
volume of crop loss, loss of landings of the
perennial plants, loss of live-stock become
established in the order set by the Government of the the Russian Federation.
The damage (loss) of landings of the perennial plants the Law № 260-FZ determines as
taking place in the period of validity of crop
insurance contract with the loss in more than
on 30 % of areas, as a result of the offensive of
adverse events related to the Law № 260-FZ.
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List of crop risks, subject to insurance
with public support, on the state on 2015:
• influence dangerous for the agricultural production of the natural phenomena
(atmospheric, soil drought, hot wind, ground
frosts, freezing through, take-all, damage
was done by hail, dust storm, icy crust, high
water, flood, under flooding, flood, landslide, over-wetting of soil, high wind, hurricane wind, earthquake, avalanche, mud
flow, natural fire);
• penetration and (or) dissemination of
harmful organisms, if such events carry epiphytotic character;
• violation of electro-, heat-, water-supply
as a result of natural calamities at crop insurance of the agricultural cultures grown in
the protected soil or on the improved lands.
Also with 2013 for the first time in Russian
practice is entered state support of insurance of livestock - large (buffalos, bulls,
bullocks, cows, yaks) and shallow (goats,
sheep) cattle, pigs, horses, ebony, mules,
donkeys, camels, deer (marals, spotted deer,
reindeer), rabbit and another fur beasts, bird

Requirements to the contract
of agricultural insurance in the system
of the subsidized agricultural insurance
(as per item 4 of the Law 260‑FZ) are:
1. Contract of insurance is celled between insured and insurer in accordance with the Law № 260-FZ provisions and taking
into account Plan of Agricultural Insurance on a corresponding
year.
2. Contract of insurance was concluded:
• in regard to the harvest of one or a few types of crops, landings of the perennial plants in all area of lot lands, on that an
agricultural producer is growing these crops and perennial
plants;
• in regard to livestock on all present for an agricultural producer population of agricultural animals of one or a few certain
breeds.
3. Contract of insurance was concluded:
• regarding to crops not later what during fifteen calendar
days after completion of their sowing or landing;
• regarding to the perennial plants to the moment of stopping
of their vegetation (passing to the state of winter rest);
• regarding to livestock on a term no less than one year.
4. Contract of insurance is entering in force and agricultural
producer has paid 50 % to the insurance premium charged by
this contract.
5. Contract of insurance cannot be stopped to the offensive
of term on that he was celled, except for the case envisaged by
item 958 of the Civil Code of the the Russian Federation.
6. Sum Insured set for insurance contract must be not less
than 80 % to the capital insured of crops, perennial plants or
livestock.
7. Contract of agricultural insurance can envisage establishment of unconditional franchise.
8. Applied in the calculation of insurance tariffs and directly intended for realization of insurance and indemnities payments to insured and beneficiaries, this stake of insurance premium cannot be less than 80 %.
9. Calculations of insurance cost of the harvest of crops,
landings of the perennial plants, livestocks and volume of
their damage (loss) come true on methodologies, envisaged
in the Law № 260-FZ.

of egg production and meat breeds (geese, turkeys, chickens, female
quail, ducks, guinea-fowls), and also families of bees.
The loss (death) of livestock are understood to have taken place
during the period of the agricultural insurance contract murrain or
forced slaughter of farm animals as a result of the offensive by the
adverse events provided for by the Law № 260-FZ. Such events are:
• infectious diseases of animals, plugged in the list ratified by the
authorized public body, mass poisoning;

• natural calamities (thunderbolt, earthquake, dust-storm, hurricane
wind, strong snow-storm, snow-storm, flood, collapse, avalanche,
mud flow, landslide);
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• violation of the electro-, heat-, water-supply as a result of natural
calamities, if the terms of maintenance of agricultural animals envisage the obligatory use of electric, thermal energy, water;
• fire.

Tab. 1.1. The volume of the subsidy allocated from Federal Budget on
support of agricultural insurance, 2014-2015, Rub million.

Allocated
originally

Allocated
originally

After
redistribution

Livestock insurance
After
redistribution

Crop insurance
After
redistribution

Year

Allocated
originally

Total

2014

5 947

5 455,430

4 997

4 997

950

458,430

2015

6 422

5 480,856

4 997

4 997

1 425

483,856

Fig. 1.1. Volume of subsidies in the agricultural insurance
in the the Russian Federation, Rub billion.

2013
2014
2015

4,5/0,0
4,4/0,3
5,0/0,5
5,0/0,5

2016

4,9/0,5

 Crop
 Livestock
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The main task of NAAI is forming of the civilized market of agricultural insurance, inculcation of insurance culture to the agricultural
producers, assistance in effective use of the facilities distinguished
by the state on indemnification of part of expenses on insurance of
agricultural risks.
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With 2012 the Association carries out his activity in strict accordance
with the Law № 260-FZ "On state support in the field of agricultural
insurance". According to the Law 260‑FZ association of agricultural insurers for the first time got singular status in the agricultural
insurance system.
From the moment of introduction of the system of agricultural insurance to 2012 and to the entry by virtue of the changes, envisaged
from January 1, 2016, the association of insurers on agricultural
insurance executed next functions statutory № 260-FZ.

NAAI STATUS IN
THE AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE SYSTEM
WITH STATE SUPPORT
IN RUSSIA
1.2.1. Legal frameworks
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1. The Union named "The Common association of insurers of agricultural production
- the National Association of Agricultural
Insurers -NAAI" from January 1, 2016 has the
status of a common all-Russian association
of insurers, the members of that must be all
insurers, carrying out under the Federal Law
№ 260-FZ the agricultural insurance with
state support.
The National Association of Agricultural
Insurers (NAAI) was created in 2007 at active
support of Ministry of Agriculture of Russia,
Ministry of Finance of Russia, Federal Service
of Insurance Supervision and All-Russian
Insurers Union. This association provided
consolidation of the largest insurance companies at federal and regional level, interested in the development of agricultural insurance, and became the center of the development of modern insurance of agricultural
risks with state support, answering interests
of agrarians and insurers of Russia.

The Association of Agricultural Insurers:
1. Provides cooperation of the members at realization by them agricultural insurance, develops and sets obligatory for the association
of insurers and its members of rules and controls their observance;
2. Presents and protects in public authorities, organs of local
self-government, another bodies and organizations interests related
to realization by the members of association of insurers of agricultural insurance;
3. Forms the Fund of compensatory payments and carries out the
compensatory payments envisaged by the Federal Law, in accordance with the constituent documents of association of insurers and
requirements of the present Federal Law;
4. Carries out preparation of suggestions for plugging in the project of Plan of agricultural insurance, and also suggestions, touching
methodologies of determination of insurance cost and volume of
damage (loss) of crop harvest, damage (loss) of landings of perennial
plants, injury (death) of livestock;
5. Carries out an accumulation and storage of basic statistical data
necessary for calculation of insurance tariffs on agricultural insurance;
6. Conducts statistical account in the field of agricultural insurance;
7. Carries out other functions, envisaged by constituent documents
of the agricultural insurers association.
With 2016 in accordance with the changes brought in by the Law
№ 424-FZ, in the system of agricultural insurance with state support
is envisaged passing to common association of agricultural insurers
within the framework of passing to single principles of organization
of agricultural insurance. In this connection in regulation of activity of association of agricultural insurers substantial changes are

The press-conference on changes in status of NAAI, September, 2015

envisaged in part of strengthening of responsibility of association and its members.
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As per October 1, 2015 in the register of associations of subjects of insurance business by Bank of Russia were introduced
modifications concerning on NAAI granting of the status of single all-Russian association of insurers carrying out agricultural
insurance with state support.
1.2.2. Status, aims of activity and functions of NAAI
According to Charter, the Union named "Single Association of Insurers of Agricultural Production - the National Association of Agricultural Insurers" (further is "Association"), is non-commercial organization, being an association of insurers, carrying out the agricultural
insurance with state support under the Federal Law № 260-FZ. This
association is created by commercial entities, based on the principle of voluntarily membership and operating for the acquisition of
the status of single all-Russian association of insurers under the Federal Law № 424-FZ. The association is providing cooperation of the
members, establishment and control of observance by them rules
of activity during the realization of the agricultural insurance carried
out with state support.
The primary purposes of NAAI’s activity are coordination of
activity of members of association on providing interactions
at realization by them agricultural insurance at the market and
development in The the Russian Federation of the system of agricultural insurance.
The basic goals of activity of the association are:
• providing of cooperation of the members at realization by them of
the agricultural insurance;
• presentation and defense in public authorities, bodies of local
self-government, another bodies and organizations of interests,
related to realization by the NAAI’s members of agricultural insurance;
• forming of Fund of compensatory payments and realization of the
compensatory payments envisaged by the Federal Law № 260-FZ
and Charter;

• providing of safety and having a correct use of resources of Fund of
compensatory payments and responsibility for the nonperformance
of this duty in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation;
• investing of resources of Fund of compensatory payments in
accordance with the requirements set by Bank of Russia (from January 1, 2016);
• development and change on a concordance with Bank of Russia
(from January 1, 2016) of mandatory for the members rules of activity, setting:
• order and terms of realization by the association of compensatory
payments to insured, beneficiaries;
• order of financing of compensatory payments by the members
of association and control after the correct use of corresponding
resources;
• entering order into the association of new members and exit or
exception of NAAI;
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• conduction of statistics of realization of compensatory payments,
placing of information about the amount of realized compensatory
payments quarterly on the official web-site in the Internet network
(from January 1, 2016);
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• order of consideration by NAAI of complaints about the actions of members of the
association during the realization of agricultural insurance and settlement of controversies arising up between the members of the
association and insured, beneficiaries during
realization of agricultural insurance;
• order of the additional payments at insufficiency of facilities of Fund of compensatory payments for the satisfaction of the produced requirements on the realization of
compensatory payments;
• elaboration, change and approval of
another obligatory for the members rules
of activity, except indicated in point 2.3.8.
of the Charter, presented to Bank of Russia in notification procedure (from January 1, 2016);
• elaboration and change in accordance
with the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation, with a federal executive
body carrying out functions on making of
public policy and regulation in the field of
insurance activity and with Bank of Russia
of the rules (wordings) of agricultural insurance;

• preparation of suggestions for plugging in the project of Plan of
Agricultural Insurance, and also suggestions, regarding methodologies of calculation of insurance premium and damage (loss) of crop
harvest, loss of landings of perennial plants, loss (deaths) of livestock,
subsidy rates, and presentation of these suggestions to the Ministry
of Agriculture of the Russian Federation;
• accumulation and storage of statistical data, including statistical
data necessary for the calculation of insurance tariffs on agricultural
insurance;
• development and concordance in the order set by the current legislation of the Russian Federation of documents necessary for realization of activity of the association;
• assistance to the public bodies of administration of all levels in
realization of examinations, development of standards, methodologies, programs and projects of legislative documents in the field of
insurance of agricultural risks;
• providing to the members of NAAI consultative, informative and
another services in area of agricultural insurance;
• elaboration of suggestions for prevention of swindle and another
illegal actions in the field of agricultural insurance, and counteraction of unfair competition.

• control after observance by the members
of NAAI of the adopted rules of association’s
activity, general and special conditions of
the agricultural insurance policy (wordings);
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• placing in the Internet network (from January 1, 2016) of policy wordings and professional activity rules in part statutory № 260FZ, and also statistical information about
realization of agricultural insurance on
underwriting year results in the Subjects of
the Russian Federation;

Korney Bizhdov (NAAI), Igor Zhuk (Bank of Russia), Dmitriy Markarov
(Rosgosstrakh), press-conference of NAAI, September 2015

level of scope of sowing areas insurance varied in a range 15,7 % 17,7 % (Fig. 1.3.1.).
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In 2015 the decline of scope of stake of the insured sowing happened
to 10,9 %. The basic factor of decline was strengthening of supervisory-control politics of insurance supervision in 2014-2015. As a result
of checking for the market of agricultural insurance the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation educed more than 20 insurance companies to that sanctions were applied for disparity to the requirements
of stability and solvency. As a model of the business of the insurers gone by reason of review of licenses did not suppose the steady
long-term conduct of insurance activity up to a point, their area was
not substituted for on a market share by other insurance companies
oriented to the grant of the insurance protecting from risks on classic
insurance principles.

THE AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE MARKET IN
RUSSIA IN 2012-2015:
GENERAL HIGHLIGHTS

1.3.1. The scope of agricultural pro‑
duction insurance on the basis of Law
260‑FZ.
In the first 3 years of functioning of the system of agricultural insurance, based on Law
№ 260-FZ (the period from 2012 till 2014)

On insurance of livestock subsidizing of that was first entered at the
end of 2013, the withdrawal of part of insurance companies by reason
of sanctions of the supervision did not render noticeable influence.
There was a gradual height of scope a population (see Fig. 1.3.2.) in
that segment.
The leaving of part of insurers by reason of regulator’s sanctions
affected also premium volume of agricultural insurance with state
support that in 2015 grew shorter in relation to 2014 with 14,6 RUB
billion down to 6,5 RUB billion (Fig. 1.3.3.) At the same time, the total
portfolio on that type of insurance of companies with operating
licenses showed year-on-year growth: the premium of that group
grew with 2,7 RUB billion in 2012 up to 6,0 RUB billion in 2015.
Only in 2015 in Russia the 2,5 thousand contracts of subsidized
agricultural insurance were celled. Mainly insurance instruments
were using by the major and middle concerns of agricultural business. From NAAI data, average Sum Insured per one contract of crop

Fig. 1.3.1. Scope of sowing areas covered
with insurance with state support
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Fig. 1.3.2. Scope of livestock
insurance with state support
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Fig. 1.3.3. The dynamics of subsidized agricultural
premium, Russian market, 2012-2015, RUB billion
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insurance with state support accounted to
75 RUB million, average insurance premium
accounted to 3,7 RUB million, in livestock
insurance those indexes were accordingly equal to the 197 RUB million and 2,3 RUB
million.
1.3.2. Basic objects of agricultural
insurance with state support
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From data of NAAI, in 2012-2015 the subsidized crop insurance was carried out in
regard to all basic groups of crop. Thus mainly insurance was highly sought for graincrop with 65 % of Sum Insured of insurance
contracts for period 2012-2015, oil-bearing
(15 % of Sum Insured) and technical (9 % of
Sum Insured) cultures (Fig. 2.2.1.).
In livestock insurance the basic groups of
objects of insurance there were cattle (46 %
of Sum Insured of all insurance contracts
for mentioned period) and pigs (39 % of
Sum Insured), and also a population of birds
(Fig. 2.3.1.).

2012

2013

2014

2015

1.3.3. Evolution of indemnities. Basic crop risks.
For agricultural insurance, as well as for crop industry, alternation of
years with expressed un-profitableness and favorable years is characteristic. In this connection basic indemnities amounted to 8,5 RUB
billion from 12 RUB billion paid by agricultural insurers in the period
of 2012-2015, corresponded to years 2012 and 2013, because 2012
was spades on losses in crop for that period. Opposite, 2013, 2014
and 2015 years appeared favorable on weather conditions, which
led to that industry of agricultural production at the level of country attained record indexes on the harvest. In that connection in
the period of 2014-2015 the volume of indemnities went down to
3,5 RUB billion.
The NAAI work practice allowed to revealing basic risks for crop, related to the dangerous natural phenomena. Basic insurance indemnities are related to the phenomena of lack of moisture in soil and
atmosphere - by a soil and atmospheric drought, hot winds, there are
up to 76 % of indemnities on that. There is the hydrological phenomena (11 %) on the fourth place. Also 12 % of indemnities are relating to freezing through, damage produced by hail and ground frosts,
other dangerous phenomena carried episodic character.

On XVII Russian Agro Industrial Exhibition the "Gold Autumn" in Moscow
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PRIORITY GUIDELINES
FOR THE AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE
DEVELOPMENT
IN 2016-2017
The priority directions in agricultural insurance development in 2016-2017 must be:
providing of stability of the system of state support for agricultural insurance

2

the increase of availability of insurance within the framework
of the operating conception of state support

3

improvement of the order of grant and distribution of subsidies

4

further standardization of procedures of insurance contracts
conclusion and loss settlement, at maintenance of individual the
responsibility of insurance companies for risk underwriting

5

the increase of financial literacy of agricultural producers

6

further forming of statistical data and perfection of
methodologies of calculation of insurance tariffs
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1

Spring field works on the fields of JSC "Agrofirma Russia"
in the village (stanitza) Novomishastovskaya of the Krasnodar region
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NAAI ACTIVITIES FOR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE SYSTEM

single centralized system of agricultural insurance with state support
based on the single rules of insurance and membership of insurance
organizations in the single all-Russian professional association.
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Control duty after the observance of single standards and realization of warranty function in regard to obligations under all contracts
of agricultural insurance with state support, concluded with 2016,
laid on the common association of agricultural insurers. The association is accountable to Bank of Russia and has an obligation to co-ordinate in its activities certain questions with Ministry of Agriculture
and Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation. This status NAAI
got in 2015 according to decision of Bank of Russia.
2014

LAW № № 424-FZ.
TRANSITION TO
THE CENTRALIZED
AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE SYSTEM
Period 2014-2015 in the system of the agricultural insurance of the Russian Federation
became a time of bringing of the first changes after starting in 2012.
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From the beginning of 2014 in State Duma
(Parliament) of the Russian Federation was
conducted development of a project of the
Federal Law № № 424-FZ "About making an
alteration in the Federal Law "On state support in the field of agricultural insurance” and
about making alteration in the Federal Law
"On development of agriculture". This Law
was approved by State Duma on December
12, 2014, and approved by Soviet (Council) of
Federation on December 17, 2014.
It was signed by the President of the Russian
Federation on December 22, 2014. Key Law
provisions were entered into force by January 1, 2016; some of the positions, specifying the terms of insurance, were entered into
force with 2015.
This Law for the first time in practice of the
Russian Federation ensured passing to the

Participating in preparation of Law № 424-FZ became one of main
tasks of NAAI in 2014. Here the aim stood before NAAI was of maximal account of both interests of the state, testing a requirement in
the construction of the capable of working and effective system of
agricultural insurance for defense of financial stability of agricultural
producers and insurance association also interested in the stable and
long-term functioning of this system.
For making of single position on amendments of NAAI for the bill
co-ordinations were conducted by NAAI Committee on legal questions and NAAI Committee on methodology of insurance. That position was carried by direction of NAAI to parties of legislative process
during meeting of Committee on financial market of State Duma of
the Russian Federation, and also during series of the working meeting, conferences and consultations with guidance of Bank of Russia,
Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation, Committee on financial market of State Duma, Department of
agricultural production of the Government of the Russian Federation.
During the year NAAI were directed 6 letters to the interested public
authorities with suggestions and remarks on the bill.
At the same time NAAI in 2014 was conducted a PR-campaign for
support of position of association on the offered changes of legislation in the field of agricultural insurance with state support.
On results of the conducted work NAAI marked, that position of association was taken into account on the whole or partly on all basic
questions, and changes in general had favorable character for development of agricultural insurance in the Russian Federation.
2015
In 2015 NAAI task was to show the willingness of association to
undertake responsibility for organization of the system of agricultural insurance with state support in the Russian Federation as a single
association of agricultural insurers. Also NAAI would have in advance
to provide the trouble-free passing of the system of agricultural
insurance to work on the single rules of insurance with 2016.

An agronomist checks quality of landing of onion for the fields
of economy OOO “Dobrovolnoye”, Ipatievsk district, Stavropol region.

After having approved the bill by State Duma of the Russian Federation NAAI executive staff prepared Plan of events of association on
2015 on the realization of the Federal Law № 424-FZ of 12.12.2014.
That Plan was ratified by Government Board of NAAI in January 2015
and by Presidium of NAAI in February 2015. Within the framework of
the ratified Plan all events were executed, including:
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• Changes were brought into NAAI’s Charter in accordance with Law
№ 424-FZ, in part of the changes sent to the acquisition of status of
the single all-Russian association of insurers, and changes in the Civil
Code of the Russian Federation. Changes in Charter were registered
by Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on February 26, 2015.
• Were worked out, ratified and concerted in accordance with established procedure new release of Rules of crop insurance (standard),
landings of perennial plants, carried out with state support, and also
Rules of livestock insurance (standard), carried out with state support. Were taken into account entered into by 2015 changes to terms
of insurance (including, insurance coverage widening). New release
of Rules of crop insurance was concerted with Central Bank of Russia
in March 2015, those of livestock insurance - in April 2015.
• In accordance with the decision of NAAI Committee on methodology of insurance, Independent Actuarial Center (ANO "NААC) made
the calculation of insurance tariffs on livestock insurance, taking into
account application of unconditional aggregate franchise. In accordance with that calculation changes were brought in the Single
methodology of calculation of insurance tariffs on livestock insurance with state support.
In connection with the decision of Bank of Russia about giving to
NAAI status of single all-Russian association, which was taken in
September, 2015, NAAI began realization of complex of events
on acquisition of this status according to the Plan on the period of 2015-2016, ratified by Management Board of NAAI on September 16, 2015. That Plan contained more than 100 items.
Within the framework of the accepted Plan of events:
1. Changes were brought into the internal documents of NAAI. In
particular, were changed:
• Provision of collection and storage of the statistical accounting on
contracts of agricultural insurance with state support;
• Provision on forming and execution of budget;

• The provision of accountings rules.
2. NAAI worked out and ratified new release of Rules of association
professional activity. In accordance with the requirements of Law №
424-FZ four sections of Rules of NAAI’s activity were preliminary concerted with Bank of Russia.
3. Single Rules of agricultural insurance were worked out and ratified by NAAI’s Committee on the methodology of insurance. In accordance with the requirements of Law № 424-FZ, the Rules were preliminary concerted with Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Finance,
and Central Bank of the Russian Federation.
4. In 2015 a special PR- company was conducted on the elucidation
of the Law № 260-FZ provisions, regarding the creation of a common
all-Russian association of insurers on NAAI base, the popularization
of classic agricultural insurance with state support, and revealing
and non-admissions of the use of pseudo-insurance “outlines”.
5. NAAI conducted analysis of external documents needed for the
organization of make-ready common association.
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• General requirements to investing of temporary free monetary
resources;

By the executive body of NAAI together with the members of Committee on methodology of insurance of NAAI more than 11 working
conferences were conducted with Ministry of Agriculture of Russia,
Ministry of Finance of Russia and Bank of Russia, on results that fundamental disagreements were taken off and the preliminary agreement of document was achieved by all parties.
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As per December 31, 2015, works were taken to the final stage allowing to conduct the concordance set by the Law in 2016 in a monthly
term.
The changes of rules carry the evolutional character aimed to standardization of approaches mainly, including at the settlement of
losses. The rights and duties of the parties were specified, including
at receipt by the agrarian of state support and in the case of refusing
it by the agrarian, the possibility of maintenance of insurance coverage is here certain in full at the in-payment of the second part of
insurance premium by the own insured.

PREPARATION FOR
THE TRANSITION
TO COMMON RULES
OF THE AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE WITH STATE
SUPPORT
Work on pre-treatment of single rules of the
agricultural insurance with state support,
taking into account responsibility of task,
was begun by NAAI from the middle of 2015.
According to the changes, brought in by
Law 424‑FZ from January 1, 2016, those
single rules were subject to obligatory
co-ordination with Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Finances and Bank of
Russia.
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Since September, 2015, when Bank of Russia declared the decision to provide NAAI
with status of common association, work
on development and co-ordination of rules
passed to an active stage.

The rights and duties of the parties were also specified at a decision-making about the confession of event and payment of insurance indemnity as an accident insured.
In particular, an order and terms of consideration of documents, query of additional documents and realization of examinations were prescribed in details. The term set as a result of the decision-making and
realization of payment about insurance payment was briefer in 1,5-2
times. The order of permission of disputes was specified, the possibility of the use of procedure of mediation was included.
In the rules of crop insurance, landings of the perennial plants, carried out with state support, the concept of criteria of insurance
events was specified, including in an appendix to the rules of insurance model criteria over are brought.
In the rules of livestock insurance, carried out with state support, was
set the order of exposure of diseases of animals that can result in the
offensive of accident insured, and order of confession of the event in
case of revealing of disease during the term of insurance regardless
of the moment of disaster or force slaughter of the animal.

Fig. 2.2.1. Sum Insured allocation per crop, covered
with subsidized insurance 2012-2015 (NAAI data)
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Taking into account remarks of NAAI, determination of “the dangerous for agricultural production natural phenomena” in accordance
with criteria set by Rosgydromet and GOST’s and concepts of the
dangerous natural phenomena and natural calamities was eliminated in the final version of methodologies. The reason was, that
the practice educed contradiction of present criterion base and its
incomplete accordance to the requirements of the Federal Law "On
the organization of insurance business in the Russian Federation",
according to that an insurance event must possess signs of probability and chance of offensive. In that connection NAAI in 2015 claimed
necessity of the development of the modern system of criteria of the
dangerous phenomena for the aims of agricultural insurance.
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2.3.2. Preparation of complete set of methodological documents
of recommendation character for organizations of agricultural
insurance with state support
NAAI worked out and ratified:

In regard to development of a methodological base, besides the rules of insurance, in
2014-2015 next tasks became basic directions of NAAI activity.
2.3.1. Preparation and sending to the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation of propositions, related to methodology of determinations of insurance
cost and volume of loss (deaths) in crop,
perennial plants, livestock
In 2014-2015 NAAI prepared and sent to
the Ministry of Agriculture, Bank of Russia,
Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Finance of
the Russian Federation suggestions on the
removal of disparities of Methodology of
determination of insurance cost and volume
of loss (deaths) in crops, landings of perennial plants, to the Federal Law № 260-FZ provisions. In addition, by the NAAI staff several of working meetings were conducted on
this question with Russian Federal Agency
for State Support of Agricultural Production
Insurance (FGBU “FAGPSSAP”).

• standard forms of crop insurance contracts, landings of perennial
plants contracts, and livestock insurance contracts;
• a consistent methodology of calculation of insurance tariffs on
crop insurance, carried out with public support;
• a consistent methodology of calculation of insurance tariffs on
livestock insurance, carried out with state support for insurance companies – NAAI members;
• a change in Single methodology of calculation of insurance tariffs
on crop insurance, landings of perennial plants, in regard to calculation of insurance tariffs for the Crimean federal district;
• a change in consistent methodology of calculation of insurance
tariffs on livestock insurance, taking into account application of
absolute aggregate deductible;
• methodical recommendations on the settlement of losses on the
livestock insurance contracts with state support;
• criteria of the mass poisoning for species of livestock added to the
Agricultural Insurance Plan for the year 2014;
• schedules of crop insurance with state support, including schedules of "25Х25" and "Practical insurance”.

Fig. 2.3.1. Sum Insured allocation per livestock, covered
with subsidized insurance 2012-2015 (NAAI data)
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ELABORATION OF
A METHODOLOGICAL
BASIS FOR
AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE WITH STATE
SUPPORT

development, that must serve to a reduction of a number of disputes on losses, increase of transparency of relations between insurer and agrarian and decline of possibilities for a swindle in agricultural insurance.
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In this connection NAAI decided to launch a pilot research in a profile research organization. In November 2015 NAAI and FGBU the
"All-Russia Research Institute of Agricultural Meteorology" signed an
agreement on implementation of work "Development of complex of
regional criteria of the dangerous agrometeorological phenomena
for the basic agricultural cultures tilled on the territories of South
and North Caucasus Federal Districts".
A requirement specification on this project provides for:
• analysis of data about the influence of dangerous natural phenomena on crops height, development and productivity on the territories
of South and North Caucasus Federal Districts;

DEVELOPMENT OF
A SCIENTIFIC BASIC:
APPLICATION CRITERIA
FOR ADVERSE NATURAL
EVENTS
At the settlement of crop insurance losses
practical work of NAAI insurance companies educed insufficiency of the normative
base for determination of criteria of the natural phenomena dangerous for agricultural
production.
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Criteria for the occurrence of the phenomenon that resulted in plant damage have the
key importance to determining the signs of
occurrence of the insured event, as in the
absence of such natural phenomena, the
lower yields are associated with the human
factor and cannot to be compensated by
insurance. Criteria must be periodically
looked over in connection with the changes of climate, a variety of crops and agricultural technologies, however the last such
researches for the regions of Russia were
conducted in the time of USSR.
Absence of the normative system of criteria of the dangerous natural phenomena,
answering the modern level of agricultural
technologies, taking into account regional features, showed the necessity of their

• development of criteria of dangerous natural phenomena, taking into account the biological features of crops for the territories of
South and North Caucasus Federal Districts;
Job performances after a statement by Committee on the methodology of insurance of NAAI in 2016 will be passed on approbation
in FGBU "North Caucasus management on hydrometeorology and
monitoring". At the receipt of positive results analogical projects can
be conducted for other regions of the Russian Federation.
Fig. 2.4.1. Risks of the natural phenomena, caused
damage to insured crop and perennial plants in Russia,
% of indemnities payments volume,
2012-2015 (NAAI data)
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Agriquest solution:
advantages for a crop insurer
With Agriquest global monitoring an insurer specialist can analyze crop conditions throughout the country using customized
queries, interactive maps and graphs of daily satellite images
and weather conditions.
The main index used for assessing conditions of crops in insured
areas is Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), which
is a simple graphical indicator that can be used to analyze
remote sensing measurements, and assess whether the target
being observed contains live green vegetation or not.

One of the main directions of NAAI’s activity in the field of monitoring and insurance loss assessment is the introduction
of the centralized use of agrometeorological data and methods of the remote sensing of earth.
Realization of this task for agricultural insurance on the whole at the level of
the Russian Federation takes place first
in Russian practice. The modern level of
development of space technologies of monitoring, both world experience shows, allows
to apply them both to the conduct of effective agriculture and for the accompaniment
of contracts of crop insurance and settlement of losses.
This project in 2014-2015 became one of elements of preparation to the transition of the
system of agricultural insurance on single
standards in 2016.
At the study of this question of NAAI in
2014 it was marked that technologies of the
remote sensing of the soil already are highly sought by separate insurance companies
from a number of the NAAI’s members. But
this work was conducted individually, service providers on the space monitoring were
all different. Different too was the level of the
presented analytical data about the state of
crops on insured fields. Also in Russian practice difficulties were educed with the use of

With Agriquest global monitoring, a specialist from NAAI insurer can receive an analyze NDVI data for a region or a district, or
a separate insured field. Historical data are added to provide
the insurance expert to explore trends. The data are presented in the form of a single report which can be used as additional information during the interaction of the insurer and the
insured, including the claims settlement procedures.

data of the space monitoring as the confessed proofs at their consideration in judicial disputes.
In 2015 in accordance with basic directions of NAAI activity, envisaging creation of coordinating center of the centralized use of agrometeorological data and methods of the remote sensing of earth
in the structure of the association the section of insurance examination and space monitoring was created within the framework of
Department of Management of methodology of insurance and loss
settlement.
Functions of coordinating center of the centralized use of agrometeorological data and methods of the remote sensing the soil
laid on that section include:
• realization of cooperating with insurance companies - members of
NAAI-, providers of service of the space monitoring and coordination
of activity in this direction;
• organization and realization of teaching seminars for the specialists of insurance companies NAAI’s members;
• cooperating with expert organizations at the market of agricultural insurance.
Also in 2015 the NAAI’s executive body prepared a project Conceptions on the organization of the system of the examination within
the framework of NAAI. Within the framework of this activity the
project of Regulation was prepared on organization and realization
of the space monitoring at crop insurance. Regulation recommends
realization of the space monitoring on all stages of insurance to the
insurance companies – NAAI’s members- at crop insurance and at the
preparation of analytical conclusions.
Realization of the space monitoring is envisaged as an obligatory
condition at consideration of Statements (requirements) about realization of indemnity payments.
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DEVELOPMENT
OF INNOVATION
TECHNOLOGIES:
INTRODUCTION OF
SATELLITE DATA IN
THE AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE PRACTICE
IN RUSSIA

GEOSYS measures the status of the vegetative parts of the crop
in the context of its environment, i.e., soil and climate. Specific
weather indicators are added to support further refinement of
yield trend analysis.
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In 2014-2015 Committee on monitoring and insurance examination of NAAI conducted the detailed analysis of suggestions from
home and foreign suppliers, giving services of the remote sensing of
earth and use of the space monitoring during the realization of crop
insurance.
On the basis of the conducted work NAAI Management Board confirmed the acquisition of service of the company GEOSYS (portal of
AgriQuest) concerted by Committee as an instrument on the centralized grant of data of the space monitoring for the aims of conclusion,
accompaniment and settlement of losses on the contracts of crop
insurance with state support.
In November 2015 between NAAI and “Geosis-Europe, LTD” Service
agreement and Contract, envisaging providing services in the space
monitoring on, were concluded.
In accordance with the signed documents, services of the space
monitoring of the fields of steel accessible not only for the specialists of NAAI, but also for subdivisions on agricultural insurance of all
insurance companies, being the members of the association. State
information and agrometeorological indexes sowing the specialists
of insurance companies get in the mode of on - line. Every company entering in the complement of NAAI got individual access on a
portal.
Terms made of this agreement allow NAAI to conduct monitoring of
the state of sowing on the index of vegetation, including on the separate fields, and also monitoring of meteorological indexes on all territory of the Russian Federation.
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The agreement also envisages the realization of a teaching seminar
for insurance companies specialists to the methods of work on a portal with participation the representatives of “Geosis-Europe, LTD”.

In the monthly mode operative statistical gaining information came
true on the agricultural insurance contracts with public support,
celled in 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 by insurance companies - members of NAAI- in the Subjects of the Russian Federation. Information
in the database of NAAI was renovated. Summary statistical information in the aggregated form was monthly directed to the Ministry of
Agriculture of Russia, Government body of the Russian Federation
and the Central Bank of Russia.
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Also, according to a decision Management Board of NAAI, statistical
information on agricultural insurance contracts with state support
celled in the regions of Russia was quarterly directed to all members
of association.
By NAAI executive body in 2014-2015 the conduct of informative
basis of these contracts of agricultural insurance with state support
was continued.

Collection and storage of the statistical
accounting of NAAI come true with the purpose of accumulation by the association of
basic statistical data necessary for the calculation of insurance tariffs on agricultural
insurance, and also for conduct by the association of statistical account in the field of
agricultural insurance.
The process of collection and accumulation
of informative data of NAAI is regulated by
"Statute about collection and storage of the
statistical accounting on the contracts of the
agricultural insurance carried out with state
support", that in 2014-2015 saved temporal status of division of Rules of professional activity of NAAI of "Requirement to the
corporate informative systems of insurance
organizations - members of NAAI in regard
of the agricultural insurance carried out with
state support".
With 2016, in accordance with the changes
of Law № 260-FZ, NAAI is under obligation
on results of every financial year to publish in
the Internet network statistical information
about the realization of agricultural insurance
in the Subjects of the Russian Federation,
answering the list of the exposed indexes
indicated in the Law. In 2015 with the purpose of account of these requirements NAAI
worked out and ratified in accordance with
established procedure changes in "Statute
about collection and storage of the statistical
accounting on the contracts of the agricultural insurance carried out with state support".
By the executive body of NAAI during 20122015 permanent control of observance
of terms of the provision of the statistical
information given by insurance companies
- members of NAAI, and its accordance with
the reference books and formats of presentation has been made.

The reception of the detailed statistical accounting (regarding to
insurance contracts and insured crops or livestock) of members of
NAAI was conducted on a biannual basis.
On the state on December 31, 2015 NAAI’s informative system contained 24 390 records with information about 11 803 contracts of the
agricultural insurance concluded with state support.

Since working out the totals of the year 2016, NAAI is under
the obligation to publish annually concerning to the regions
of the Russian Federation the following information:
• the amount of agricultural producers, concluding contracts of
agricultural insurance;
• the amount of the celled contracts of agricultural insurance;
• list of crops insured on the contracts of agricultural insurance, landings of perennial plants with the pointing of area of
lot lands, and also amount of livestock insured on the contracts
of agricultural insurance;
• the amount of insurance premium, including those transferred by the authorized organs of the Subjects of the Russian
Federation;
• the amount of agricultural producers declaring losses;
• the size of the area of lot lands, busy at the insured sowing and
landings of crops, perennial plants, on that the loss (death) of
crops or perennial plants was fixed;
• the amount of the loss of livestock insured on the contracts of
agricultural insurance;
• the volume of the declared losses, the volume of realizable
indemnity payments;
• the amount of refuses in indemnity payments with pointing of
the amount of the declared losses.
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ORGANIZATION OF
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
FOR RECOLLECTION
AND PROCESSING OF
STATISTICAL ACCOUNTS
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Item 10 of the Law 260‑FZ "Compensatory
payments at agricultural insurance" taking
into account the changes accepted in 2014
(release, entering effective in transition to the
common association from January 1, 2016):
1. If indemnity payment or its part can not be carried out by an
insurer, concluding a contract of agricultural insurance, because
of the procedures applied to business about bankruptcy of
insurer, or application, in regard to the insurer of measures on
warning of bankruptcy, by the association of insurers compensatory payments come true on account of damage to the person, inflicted to insured because of loss (deaths) of crops, loss
(deaths) of landings of perennial plants, loss (deaths) of losses
(deaths) of livestock, on the contracts of agricultural insurance,
celled under the mentioned Federal Law.

NAAI FUND FOR
COMPENSATORY
PAYMENTS
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The mechanism of compensatory payments
in agricultural insurance with state support
is first entered to the Russian Federation
with 2012 by the Federal Law № 260-FZ.
This mechanism of defense of interests of
the insured agrarians provides a right on the
receipt of compensatory payment in case of
the insolvency of an insurer. Compensatory
payments come true by the association of
agricultural insurers, since January 1, 2014,
from the Fund, formed from January 1, 2012
due to payments of association members
that insurance companies pay out of premiums on the contracts of agricultural insurance with state support.
Forming of Fund of compensatory payments (FCP) comes true by NAAI in accordance with the constituent documents of
the association and requirements of the
Federal Law № 260-FZ. By General Assembly of members of NAAI was ratified on
2014 and 2015 volume of 5% of withholdings to the Fund. NAAI executive body realizes constantly control after transfers to the
Fund from the members of NAAI and rightness of its forming.
In relation to the volume of insurance contracts concluded in 2014 the Fund was supported by the members of NAAI at the level of 100 %. On the contracts of agricultural
insurance with state support, celled in 2014
and in a 1st half-year 2015, the Fund was
formed in the volume of 98 %, in connection with an introduction by Bank of Russia
of sanctions in regard to several insurance
companies-members of NAAI.
Placing of monetary resources of the association, including resources of Fund of
compensatory payments, came true in
strict accordance with the Plans of investing temporally of free facilities of NAAI on
2014 and 2015, ratified by Presidium of the
association.

2. Requirements about the compensatory payments envisaged
by the part 1 of the present article are satisfied with the association of insurers due to resources of Fund of compensatory payments (FCP).
3. FCP is formed due to withholdings by the insurers of part
of the got insurance premium on the contracts of agricultural
insurance. The volume of such withholdings is set by the association of insurers on a corresponding year, but there can not be
less than 5 % percent’s from the collected insurance premium
on the contracts of agricultural insurance. The money, obtained
by the association of insurers from investing in resources of FCP
and realization of right in requirement envisaged by part 7 of the
present article, is sent for replacement of Fund resources.
Thus no more than 25 % of the money obtained by the association of insurers from investing in resources of FCP can be directed
by the association on concordance with Bank of Russia, authorized organ and federal executive body carrying out functions
on making of public policy and regulation in the field of insurance activity, on financing of the having a special purpose programmes of association of insurers on development of the system of the agricultural insurance carried out with state support.
4. Its duty must be set by Charter of association of insurers on
realization envisaged by part 1of the present article of compensatory payments, and in regard to the members of the association of insurers – its subsidiary liability on the corresponding
obligations of association of insurers in the volume of resources
of Fund of compensatory payments.
5. Compensatory payments come true by the association of
insurers on the requirements of insured or beneficiaries.
6. To the relations between insured or beneficiary by contract
of agricultural insurance and the association of insurers concerning realization of compensatory payments the rules set by
the legislation of the Russian Federation for relations between
insured and insurer are used.
7. After realization of compensatory payment the association
of insurers has right to produce a requirement about the penalty
of the sum of the produced compensatory payment to the insurer. The indicated right in an action comes true by the association
of insurers in the same order and on the same terms, in accordance with that a person getting compensatory payment would
carry out the right in an action to the insurer.
8. On resources of FCP a penalty can not be turned on the
obligations of association of insurers, if the origin of such obligations is unconnected with realization of compensatory payments on agricultural insurance.

9. At insufficiency of resources of FCP for satisfaction of the
produced requirements about realization of compensatory payments the members of association of insurers produce in the
order set by the association, additional withholdings in the Fund
of compensatory payments the total volume of that will allow to
provide the pursuance of duty of association of insurers on realization of compensatory payments.
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At the acceptance of changes in Law № 260-FZ in 2014 (Federal Law
from 24.12.2014 № 424-FZ "About making alteration in the Federal
Law "On state support "…), that envisaged passing to the single association of agricultural insurers, a question about the warranty obligations of common association was one of the most meaningful and
discussed by parties legislative process.
The position of NAAI, in obedience to that the resources accumulated for period 2012-2015 in the Fund of compensatory payments of
NAAI can not be used for redemption of obligations under the contracts of the companies not included in the association in that period, was taken into account in the final release of the Law.
According to the Law, resources of the Funds of two associations of
agricultural insurers and their obligations under compensatory payments, related to insurances contracts that were celled in a period
prior to the common association up to January 1, 2016, after the
transmission of Fund resources of the second association to NAAI
have to be managed separately, being obligation under indemnity
payments of the second association covered by NAAI within resources transmits.
To realization of compensatory payments on the obligations of its
members NAAI began with 2014. In 2014 four payments were made
to the amount of 4,120 million RUB.
For the period from 01.01.2015 till 31.12.2015 in NAAI:
• were received 29 statements (requirements) acted about compensatory payments on the unsettled losses of companies - members of
NAAI;

• were refused realization of compensatory payments for 17 statements, including for 15 statements acting at mediation of the same
legal representative, there were signs of swindle actions in that. In
this connection corresponding appeals were directed in law enforcement authorities.
In 2015 NAAI worked out and ratified "Regulation of realization of
compensatory payments on the agricultural insurance carried out
with state support", and also the executive body of NAAI work out
the new release of division of II of Rules of activity of НСА "Order of
realization of compensative payments", that in accordance with the
Federal law provisions from 24.12.2014 № 424-ФЗ was preliminary
concerted with Bank of Russia.
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• were produced 7 compensatory payments to the extent of more
than 20 million RUB;

educed, and also suggestions were worked out and ratified in decision of nascent problems. In April 2014 by Committee on methodology of insurance of NAAI were concerted and directed to the Ministry
of Agriculture of Russia suggestions on making alteration in Decision
of Government of the Russian Federation from 22.12.2012 № 1371
"About claim of Rules of grant and distribution of subsidies from Federal Budget to the budgets of Subjects of the Russian Federation on
the compensation of part of expenses of agricultural producers on
the in payment of insurance premium on the contracts of agricultural insurance".
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Preparation and sending to the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian
Federation of suggestions for forming of Plan of Agricultural Insurance for the year 2016.

NAAI CO-OPERATION
WITH THE STATE
AUTHORITIES OF THE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION

By basic substantial questions in the area of
organization of subsidizing in agricultural
insurance there is an order of grant of subsidies and extent of subsidy’s rates set at the
regional level.
These factors play a key value for development of agricultural insurance in every Subject of the Russian Federation, that’s why
NAAI pays them constant attention.
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1. In the period of 2012-2013, from the
moment of cut-in of the single system of
agricultural insurance with state support
statutory № 260-FZ, NAAI was accumulated
and analyzed practice of organization of subsidizing of agricultural insurance contracts
in the regions of the Russian Federation.
On the basis of generalization of this practice in 2014 NAAI worked out and concerted
by Committee on the methodology of insurance of NAAI Algorithm of operating order
of subsidizing of crop insurance contracts
with public support, problem zones were

Rapeseed field in Kaliningrad region

2. Suggestion for forming of Plan of Agricultural Insurance, together with the worked out methodologies of calculation of rates for
the calculation of the volume of subsidies are directed by NAAI to
the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia on an annual basis, to the time
of the beginning of the preparation of a plan of subsidizing for the
next year.
Suggestions to the Plan of Agricultural Insurance on 2015 and on
2016 were presented by NAAI to the Ministry of Agriculture in April
2014 and 2015 accordingly.

a hundred explanations in oral and written form on those appeals.
More than 40 writing recommendations on practical questions of
agricultural insurance in the regions were directed to the insurance
companies – NAAI’ members.
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In 2015 by NAAI were worked out and directed in the regional bodies
of agricultural management of 76 Subjects of the Russian Federation
model programs of crop insurance with state support with the aim to
inform to agricultural producers about facilities of agricultural insurance with state support in the framework of the Federal Law № 260FZ, depending on needs and financial resources of Insureds.
By the summer of 2014 a hot line was organized for the agricultural
producers ans of the Siberian regions injured from a flood with notification of regional organs of agricultural production (Altai region,
Republic of Altai, Jhakasia, Tiva) about the Commission on monitoring of catastrophic phenomena.

By basic directions in cooperation of NAAI
with regions in the period of 2014-2015
there was cooperation on questions of organization of subsidizing of contracts of agricultural insurance and assistance in the
organization of agricultural insurance at the
level of Subjects of Federation, also information on facilities of the system of agricultural
insurance with state support.
2.9.1. Cooperation with regional authorities of agricultural production of Subjects
of Federation on questions of subsidizing
and organization of agricultural insurance.
With the regional public bodies of agricultural production welding of information was
quarterly conducted about the motion of
subsidizing of contracts of agricultural insurance. More than 500 letters were sent to the
regions.
NAAI was receiving appeals from insurance
companies, agricultural producers, managing bodies of agricultural production in Subjects of Federation. NAAI gave more than

In April 2015 the executive body of NAAI set up a Committee on
monitoring of catastrophic phenomena in the Republic of Jhakasia,
caused by steppe fires in the region. A "hot line" was open for questions on loss settlement procedure from the side of agrarians, a letter
was directed to the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia and Ministry of
Agriculture of Republic of Jhakasia about NAAI willingness to render
support within the framework of Law № 260-FZ.
In October 2015 NAAI together with Agency of insurance news worked
out and started a project "Agricultural insurance in the regions" for
comparison of Subjects of Federation on two parameters: prompt
delivery of subsidy and level of scope of sowing areas insured.
In 2015 in the framework of cooperating with the Interregional association the "Siberian agreement" (IASA) through the question of
improving the agricultural insurance system in Siberian Federal District. By the executive body of NAAI suggestions and recommendations on the development of the agricultural insurance system with
state support in this region were directed to IASA.
2.9.2. Participation in regional events.
In 2014-2015 NAAI took part in organization and realization together with the managing bodies of agricultural production of Subjects
of the Russian Federations more than in 50 events on questions of
realization of agricultural insurance. Including, seminars, meetings
conducted with participation of the leaders of managing bodies of
agricultural production of Subjects of the Russian Federations, NAAI
guidance, representatives of insurance companies- NAAI members,
and regional agricultural producers. Also in the regions took place
the following events:
• 25.02.14: Within the framework of the XVII Agro industrial forum of
South of Russia in Rostov-on-Don - round table "Agricultural insurance with state support";

V. Golov, the National Union of grain producers, and I. Slavinskii,
Finance and Investment Department of Krasnodar Region, speaking at a NAAI round table, 2015
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With the aim to suppress illegal actions and violation of current legislation in the field of agricultural insurance with state support several
inquiries were directed by NAAI to the Bank of Russia and to the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia.
In December 2014 for suppression of wrong acts at giving up of
rights for requirements (cession) on the agricultural insurance contracts the NAAI conference was conducted on the problems of rights
cession in the field of agricultural insurance with state support.
Mine-out suggestions were directed to the Ministry of Agriculture
and Bank of Russia with the purpose of removal of alternative jurisdiction of disputes on the contracts of agricultural insurance with
public support.
2015

COUNTERMEASURES
AGAINST INSURANCE
FRAUD. A LEGAL
PRACTICE ANALYSIS

In 2014 the situation at the market of agricultural insurance in Russia was complicated
with the expansion of insurance swindle.

NAAI was carry out participating in 15 judicial meeting in the courts
of Subjects of the Russian Federation, work was put right and cooperating was organized with advocate bureaus and expert organizations on questions of judicial defense of interests of NAAI and verifications of validity of judicial requirements at obtaining demand of
payments from the compensatory fund of the association.
NAAI executive staff was producing collection and analysis of judicial
practice on agricultural insurance with state support for the period
of 2013-2014. Summary information about the results of analysis was
directed to the insurance companies- members of NAAI, to public
authorities and other interested organizations.
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In connection with the danger of this phenomenon NAAI intensified fights against the
distribution of illegal practices, threatening
to the development of agricultural insurance, and legal protection of the broken
rights and legal interests of NAAI in the judicial trials related to the realization of compensatory payments.

By the executive staff of NAAI a work was conducted on defense of
NAAI interests in general courts and arbitration courts of the different instances related to the declared requirements about the realization of compensatory payments.

A combine is harvesting cereals while performing
concomitant mulching process, Belgorod region

drawal from agricultural insurance of Russian of insurance companies not oriented to long-term strategies. From 18 Russian insurance
companies that with 2012 have been accepting agricultural risks
with state support in reinsurance, to 10 of them the licensed sanctions of Bank of Russia were applied.
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Simultaneously with the purging of the market from pseudo insurance operations, the problem of dependence of classic agricultural
insurance market was showed up against international reinsurance
capacities. The share of the premium ceded outside Russia, in the
total volume of the premium ceded in reinsurance grew in 2015 to
93 % (see Fig. 2.11.1, Fig. 2.11.2). This factor was taken into account
by NAAI in 2015 at the making of position in relation to a project on
creation of the National reinsurance company (NRC) in Russia.

In the Russian Federation in 2014 about
4,13 RUB billion of agricultural insurance
premium were ceded in reinsurance.
From them 2,93 RUB billion were of premium
of agricultural insurance with state support
and 1,20 RUB billion were of the premium of
commercial agriculture insurance. In total,
were ceded in reinsurance 20 % of premium of subsidized agricultural insurance and
58 % of the premium of unsubsidized agricultural insurance.
In 2015 in reinsurance were ceded 1,25 RUB
billion of premium, from that 0,78 RUB billion on the contracts with a state subsidy
and 0,47 RUB billion on the contracts without subsidy. Thus, in the segment of agricultural insurance with state support the share
of ceded premium was 12 %, in the segment
of the unsubsidized agricultural insurance
- 35 %.
By basic factor, having influence on the
indexes of agricultural risks reinsurance
market in Russia, in 2014-2015 became with-

In addition, NRC must be perceptible support for the Russian market of agricultural insurance having a considerable requirement in
reinsurance. The presence of scale catastrophic risks affecting vast
territories and a large number of insured (droughts, floods and other), and also the speed-up development of industrial livestock is conduced to the super high Sum Insured, that insurers can not leave on
their retention and must place them in reinsurance both on Russian
and on international markets.
However it is necessary to save the folded market bases and mechanisms of reinsurance, providing the guarantees of non discriminatory
character of relations between state reinsurer and private insurance
companies. Thus, cession by insurers and acceptance in the reinsurance of NRC of under sanctions risks, must have exclusively market
character.
NAAI activity on organization of
reinsurance of agricultural risks
2014
1. Committee on the reinsurance of NAAI concerted single position
of members of the association about the pointlessness of creation of
specialized on agricultural risks of state reinsurance company. The
reason was, that creation of such company will become the additional loading for the state budget and will not decide the problem of the
system of agricultural insurance that carries fundamental and infrastructural character.

President of AIAG Dr. Kurt Weinberger ( to the right) and Head of Munich Re representative
office Dr. Peter Mueller in Moscow, participating at NAAI round table “Agricultural
insurance in Russia: preliminary results and development ways”, on 09.12.2013.
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ORGANIZATION OF
AGRICULTURAL RISKS
REINSURANCE

NAAI supposes that creation of NRC is called first of all to provide the
possibility of valuable insurance coverage of risks and objects, falling
under sanctions accepted by the row of countries, guaranteeing here
them reinsurance protection. NRC can render on the whole positive
influence on the development of insurance and reinsurance markets
of Russia and to become the important instrument of strengthening of the financial stability of insurers and defense of interests of
insured.
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2. By the executive staff of NAAI was conducted the questionnaire of members of the
association on questions of acceptance and
cession in reinsurance of risks of loss in crop
and livestock insurance with state support.
On the basis of that were educed:
• requirement and readiness of members
of NAAI in the acceptance (cession) of risks
of loss in crop and livestock insurance with
state support;
• problems into that the members of
NAAI run at the reinsurance of risks of loss
in crop and livestock insurance with state
support;
• preferable form of organization of the
system of reinsurance of risks of loss in
crop and livestock insurance with state
support within the framework NAAI.
2015
1. By the executive staff of NAAI within the
framework of realization of the ratified Conception of reinsurance of risks of agricultural insurance on the contracts of insurance
with state support, celled by insurance companies - members of NAAI in the period of
2013-2015, the working meeting were conducted with the representatives of insurers-members of NAAI.

ance of agricultural risks, was possible after providing of high transparency and standardization of in direct insurance, and also perfection of the system of state support on the whole.
2. By the executive staff of NAAI through question of necessity of
perfection of the system of reinsurance for entering into the contracts of livestock insurance in accordance with the decision of Committee on methodology of insurance suggestions were directed to
the National Union of Pig-Breeders and National Meat Association
about the necessity of acceptance of complex of measures on the
decline of risk level in livestock industry. Without that only by means
of reinsurance it was impossible to decide the problem of high risks
and providing of good balance in insurance portfolios.
3. By executive staff of NAAI in accordance with the query of the
Ministry of Finance of Russia remarks and suggestions were directed to the project of Law on creation of national reinsurance company (NPC) for providing of possibility of insurance of risks placing of
that in reinsurance at the international market was difficult as result
of entered by the row of countries of sanctions in regard to the Russian Federation. It was marked by executive staff of NAAI, that NRC
can render on the whole positive influence on market of agricultural insurance development, including industrial livestock insurance.
Cession by insurers and acceptance in the reinsurance of NRC of
under sanctions risks must have exceptionally voluntarily and market character.

2014-2015 NAAI report
It was certain on results of the conducted
meeting, that formalization of reinsurance,
including development of agreement about
the general conditions of facultative reinsurFig. 2.11.1. Ceded reinsurance of agricultural risks, the
Russian Federation
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 No ceded in reinsurance (billion RUB)
 Ceded in reinsurance out of the Russian
Federation (billion RUB)
 Ceded in reinsurance in the Russian Federation
(billion RUB)

2012
2013
2014
2015

9,3/0,3/1,1
10,2/0,8/1,1
11,7/1,5/1,5
5,7/0,1/0,7

Fig. 2.11.2. Variation in structure of delivered
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INFORMATION AND
CONSULTING FOR
AGRICULTURAL
INSURANCE

2.12.1. Informative support in mass-media
of the position of NAAI. Distribution through
mass-media of information about NAAI and
model of agricultural insurance.
For 2014-2015 years were prepared,
placed on official NAAI web-site and sent
to mass-media 257 press-releases touching basic events and events with participation of NAAI, insurance market analysis and
expression of positions of the association on
key questions of reformation of insurance
(in 2014 were 132 releases, in 2015 were 125
releases).
The office of public relations of NAAI actively co-operated with specialized and general
political mass-media - news agencies, magazines, newspapers, internet-resources and
other printed and electronic mass-media
on the distribution of the position of NAAI
and motion of realization of the Federal Law
№ 260-FZ. The NAAI specialists regularly
answered (monthly about 10-15 comments)
on the queries of mass-media. On initiative
and with participation of NAAI more than 80
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In 2014 new official NAAI web-site started, taking into account before
worked out and ratified by Management Board of NAAI of new logotype and brand name style.
In the years 2014-2015 NAAI closely co-operated with press-service
of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation. On the website of press-service of the Ministry of Agriculture in 2015 the banner
of NAAI was placed connected with NAAI official web-site, also the
press-releases of NAAI took place there on permanent basis.
Description in mass-media topics, related to agricultural insurance
and activity of NAAI, in 2015 came true mainly in the neutral and
positive key. So, from data of the system "Scan Interfax", in the period
from January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2015 more than 1,8 thousand
publications sanctified to the system of agricultural insurance with
state support and activity of NAAI were educed in the zone of monitoring of mass-media. From them:
• were 1209 neutral publications;
• were 605 positive publications;
• were 50 negative publications.
Within the framework of measures on informative support of agricultural insurance NAAI took part in the following radio- and telecasts:
In 2014:
on the TV channel "AGRO-TV" 3 transmissions went out "Point of
view", sanctified to the questions of agricultural insurance with
participation of guidance of NAAI, Ministry of Agriculture of Russia and representatives of insurance companies - members of the
association. In the press-center of the "Parliamentary newspaper" 2
press-conferences passed with participation of the President of NAAI
Korney Bizhdov and representatives of State Duma (parliament) of
the Russian Federation, on questions of agricultural insurance.
In 2015:
• 26.01.2015: video press-conference of the "Parliamentary newspaper" on the theme of the influence of quality of agricultural technologies on the decline of indexes of the productivity. The representatives of unions of agricultural producers and government bodies
took part in that event.
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publications went out in basic federal mass-media, regional and specialized agricultural editions. Regularly news on the press-releases of
NAAI, comments of and other went out on the ribbons of news agencies: "Interfax", RIA news, Agency of insurance news, "TASS business
news", on Russian and international agrarian and insurance websites: all more than 4200 publications went out with mention of NAAI
in 2014-2015 years.
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• 26.02.2015: NAAI presented on the first business radio of Business
FM position of the insurance association on basic questions of development of agricultural insurance and changes in the legislation.
• October 2015: in the program "Topically" on AGRO TV a plot went
out about the appropriation of NAAI of the status of single agricultural insurance association.
• 04.10.2015: NAAI President came forward in the program "Agribusiness" of the TV channel "News" "Russia24". The plot went out on
a theme: what losses were compensated by agricultural insurance.
• October 2015: interview of NAAI President went out on a TV-channel "ABOUT Business" in the program "Insurance time".
• 19.12.2015: transmission "Point of view" on AGRO TV with participation of guidance of Department of insurance market of Bank of Russia and NAAI. The transmission was dedicated to the status of NAAI
as single professional association of agricultural insurers with 2016.
• 23.12.2015: AGRO TV, transmission "In details" with the participation of the President of NAAI.
2.12.2. Organization of co-operating with mass-media.
In 2014 by the Competitive commission were summed up the 2nd
stage of competition "Will Protect an agribusiness together" on the
best description in mass-media of agricultural insurance with state
support. Winners were the recipients of awards: in thenomination
"Simple truths" for the best material for a wide audience was awarded to T.G. Sazonov, the newspaper "Peasant" Rostov-on-Don city.
The Competitive commission also awarded the special prizes practical "Practicum for an agrarian" (for the detailed analysis of practical
aspects of agricultural insurance) to L.A.Yuzhaninova, “New agrarian
revue”, and to L.P.Kriazheva, “Agrarian Plus” magazine.
In June 2014 NAAI organized at Moscow press-lounge for regional mass-media with the participation of the Ministry of Agriculture
of Russia, State Agency for support to agricultural insurance (FGBU
“FAGPSSAP”) and members of Management Board of NAAI.
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In 2015 by the Committee on public relations of NAAI Statute was
ratified about Club of agrarian and agricultural insurance journalists
at NAAI. Envisaged the basic tasks of the club were an increase of the
level of professional standards at the description in mass-media of
the questions related to the risk management in agriculture, including questions of agricultural insurance, an increase of insurance literacy among agrarian and agricultural insurance journalists and other.
The forming of the Club was set on 2016.
2.12.3. Canvassing of members of NAAI about problems and needs
in the field of advancement of services in agricultural insurance.
In August 2015 the Executive staff of NAAI was conducting questioning of insurance companies - members of NAAI about problems
and necessities in the field of advancement of services in agricultural insurance for the aims of the specification of events of PR- of
the strategy of NAAI. Adherence of most members of NAAI of conservative strategy is educed at the market of agricultural insurance
with public support on the nearest period, this conclusion was taken
into account in the advancement of the theme of the agricultural
insurance.

2015:
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• 16.02.2015: NAAI round table "Agricultural insurance" within the
framework of the International Russian Insurance Forum, on February 16-17, in Moscow.

2.13
NAAI’S ACTIVITIES

• 08.04.2015: NAAI International round table in Moscow: "World
experience and improvement of the system of agricultural insurance in Russia". Representatives of Central Bank of Russia, Ministry
of Agriculture of Russia, deputies of State Duma (parliament), Council of Federation’ members, All-Russian Insurance Association (ARIA),
State Agency on Support for Agricultural Insurance (FGBU "FAGPSSAP”), professional associations of agricultural producers, International Association of Insurers of Agro Industrial Production (AIAG), CEO
of Russian and foreign insurance organizations and reinsurance companies, journalists of the main mass-media took part in that event.
• 23.09.2015: in Moscow in the International multimedia press-center MIA "Russia today" took place NAAI press-conference dedicated
to obtaining the association status of single All-Russian professional
association of insurers at the market of agricultural insurance with
state support.
2.13.2. Participating in branch forums and exhibitions with the
purpose of popularization of activity of NAAI

2014:

During 2014-2015 NAAI took part in 68 events: branch forums, exhibitions, conferences and other, both in Russia and abroad. From them
in 2015 took part in 39 events (federal events related to agricultural
industry were 17 events).
• 06.02.2015: NAAI took part in 6th International Conference of agricultural producers and suppliers of capital and services goods for the
agrarian sector, Moscow.

• February: round table "Agricultural insurance" within the framework of the 4th International Russian Insurance Forum, held in
Moscow.

• 11.02.2015: participating of NAAI in the All-Russian agronomical
conference "Balances of the work of crop industry in 2014. About
measures on realization in 2015 of the government program of
development of agriculture and regulation of markets of agricultural production, raw material and food on 2013- 2020 in the crop
subindustry";

• November: NAAI seminar-conference
"Practical working of realization of insurance
of agricultural risks with state support. Preliminary results, problems and ways of their
decision", Moscow.

• 10.03.2015: NAAI on the invitation of organizers took part in IV
Convention of the National union of grain producers, that took place
in Moscow.

• December: NAAI press-conference on
results of the year 2014 by the participation
of mass-media, representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia, Central Bank of
Russia, insurance community and insurance
companies-members of NAAI.

At General Assembly of NAAI, 2014

• 25.03.2015:NAAI President took part in the conference chaired by
the prime minister of the Russian Federation D. А. Medvedev "About
measures on providing of realization in 2015 the seasonal field
works”, Moscow.
• 03.04.2015: on invitation of organizers NAAI shared practical
experience of mutual relations with independent experts on III of
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2.13.1. In 2014-2015 by the executive
staff of NAAI 6 event were organized with
the aim to popularization and advancement of agricultural insurance. Federal
mass-media and insurance industry took
part in them.
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the All-Russian conference "Independent
loss assessment in agricultural insurance.
Intermediate balances of the work and
prospects of development". The representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia, State Agency on support for agricultural insurance (FGBU FAGPSSAP), insurance
companies and independent experts took
part in the event.
• 15.04.2015: NAAI President took part in
the extended meeting of final Collegium
of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation chaired by the Minister N.V.
Fiodorov.
• 27-28.05.2015: NAAI President on invitation of organizers took part and came forward with a lecture within the framework of
3th International Forum "Agricultural business in Russia". On an event opinions of leaders of the Russian and international association of agribusiness were presented.
• 27-28.05.2015: NAAI President on invitation of organizers took part and came forward with a lecture within the framework
of 3d international forum "Agribusiness in
Russia". On that forum opinions of leaders of
the Russian and international associations of
agricultural business were presented.
• 04-05.06.2015: NAAI President on invitation of the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia
took part in the All-Russian forum of food
safety, held in Rostov-on-Don.
• 30.06.2015: NAAI took part in the Annual General Meeting of National Union of
Pig-Breeders, Moscow.
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• 01.07.2015:NAAI took part in the intercom
conference of the party "Single Russia" on
the theme "About party control after providing of state support of agro industrial complex, harvesting recollection and preparation to the autumn sowing in the regions",
that took place in Moscow with the participation of the regions.
• 10.07.2015: NAAI President took part in
the expert conference of All-Russian social
organization "Popular Front", Moscow.

• 14.07.2015: NAAI took part in a council-board on a small and middle enterprise at the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia.
NAAI President reported about situation in agricultural insurance on the conference of Government of the Russian Federation,
chaired by Prime Minister of the Russian Federation D.A. Medvedev,
03.08.2015, Sochi.
• 18.08.2015: NAAI took part in the working meeting of Minister of
Agriculture of the Russian Federation А. N. Thkachev with the representatives of branch unions and associations.
• 09.10.2015: NAAI came forward on round table "Agricultural insurance with state support. Prospects of development", that took place
within the framework of the 17th Russian Agro Industrial Exhibition
the "Gold Autumn" in Moscow, with the participation of the representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia, State Agency on
support for agricultural insurance (FGBU FAGPSSAP), Bank of Russia,
NAAI and agrarian business.
• 03.11.2015: NAAI President took part in the International Investment Forum and came forward on the session "Analysis of cases.
Agriculture and Аgricultural Production. A Difficult year, a good
year", in Sochi.
• 09.12.2015: NAAI took part in the conference of the Ministry of
Agriculture of Russia on the topic “Improvement of the system of
agricultural insurance with state support with the aim to improve its
efficiency”.
2.12.3. In 2015 NAAI presented the questions of agricultural insurance on 17 federal events dedicated to the questions of the insurance market and agricultural insurance development in Russia:
• 16-17.02.2015: on the invitation of organizers (Institute of Adam
Smith), NAAI President came forward with a lecture on the International Russian Insurance Forum, Moscow.
• 27.05.2015: President of NAAI as the honored guest came forward
on the theme "Agricultural insurance: global tendencies and stages of development in Russia" within the framework of the Conference on insurance of the All-Russian Insurance Association (ARIA),
Moscow.
• 28.05.2015: President of NAAI on the invitation of the All-Russian
Insurance Association (ARIA) took part in the meeting of the representatives of Bank of Russia with insurance organizations. The meeting was conducted for the increase of efficiency of informing and
joint work with a regulator.
• 27.05.2015: President NAAI on the invitation of organizers took
part in XIII of the International conference on insurance of the ARIA,
Moscow.

NAAI seminar for association’ members with
the All-Russia Research Institute of Agricultural Meteorology experts

• 02-03.06.2015: President of NAAI took part in XVI of the International research and practice conference "Strategy of development of
insurance activity in the Russian Federation: aims, results, problems,
prospects", Yaroslavl.
• 07-11.09.2015: President of NAAI informed about basic tendencies
and problems of development of agricultural insurance in Russia on
II annual insurance business-forum "Challenges of the year 2015",
that took place in Sochi. In that event the representatives of Central
Bank of Russia, Eurasian Economic Commission, foreign and Russian
insurance organizations, main experienced experts took part.
• 20.10.2015: NAAI President presented the operating Plan of centralization of measures on forming All-Russian professional association of agricultural insurers at All-Russian conference the "Modern
insurance market condition and the Federal Law "On the self-regulating organizations in the field of financial market", that took place
in Saint Petersburg.
• 27.10.2015: NAAI President marked potential of agricultural insurance market development in Russia on the Forum "Insurance business in the age of changes", Moscow.
• 05.11.2015: NAAI President presented the suggestions sent to
increase of availability and highly sought of agricultural insurance
in Russia, on the scientifically-methodical seminar of the Analytical management of the body of Council of Federation on the topic
"Issues of the day of functioning of the insurance system of the Russian Federation", celebrated in Moscow.
• 20.11.2015: President of NAAI came forward at the conference
"Future of insurance market", Moscow.

ly actions of insurance "lawyers" during the
conference of Agency of insurance news
(АIN) "Requirement to the insurers in 2016
and recommendation on their implementation", Moscow.
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In 2015 NAAI took part in next regional
events dedicated to the questions of development of industry of agricultural production, insurance market of the Russian Federation and agricultural insurance in the
Subjects of the Russian Federation.
• 15.05.2015: President of NAAI as the honored guest visited solemn events on occasion of the 100-years-old anniversary of the
South Federal University (Rostov state university) with the participation of the Governor of the Rostov region V. Golubeva.
• 23.07.2015: NAAI took part in the conference about current situation in agricultural
insurance in 2015 in the Subjects of the Russian Federation, conducted by the Ministry
of Agriculture, with participation of the bodies of agricultural production of Subjects of
the Russian Federation.
• 30.10.2015: President of NAAI took part in
the I Investment International Forum "Agro
South 2015", Stavropol.

At the NAAI International Round Table, 8 April 2015:
Algimantas Navickas (VH Lietuva), Korney Bizhdov (NAAI),
Olga Shelepneva (Bank of Russia), dr. Rainer Langner (Vereinigte Hagelversicherung VVaG; AIAG)
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• 16.12.2015: President of NAAI came forward with initiative to unite
effort of insurers and their unions for the fight against the rascal-
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2.14
CO-OPERATION WITH
INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

livestock producers. On round table were presented, except Russia,
Belorussia, Kazakhstan and EU countries. A lecture was given by Dr.
Rainer Langner, a member of Government Board of AIAG, chairman
of a consortium of the German agricultural insurers and director general of one of the largest European companies on agricultural insurance Vereinigte Hagel.
02.07.2015: On invitation of organizers, President of NAAI presented experience of Russia on the construction of the system of insurance of agricultural risks on VI Azerbaijanian International Insurance
Forum "New prospects for the Caucasian region" (AIIF - 2015).
25-27.11.2015: in Madrid within the framework of seminar "Spanish
experience of privately-state partnership in risk management in agriculture by means of insurance" an exchange took place by experience between the representatives of NAAI, Central Bank of the Russian Federation, Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation and
the representatives of Spanish side. The event was organized by Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment of Spain together with
State Entity of Agricultural Insurance of Spain (ENESA).

From 2014 NAAI has been being member of
the International Association of Insurers of
Agricultural Production (AIAG).

Russia

NAAI is in active cooperation with AIAG with
2013, when first on invitation of the association the visit of the President of AIAG Dr. Kurt
Weinberger took place to Russia.
The entry in AIAG assists the use of world
experience for quality changes in development of agricultural insurance in Russia,
and first of all - in the system of agricultural
insurance with public support.
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Approval of membership of NAAI in AIAG
confirmed the professional level of the Russian market of insurance of agro industrial risks and NAAI role as the leading trade
union of Russia in that industry.
In 2014-2015 years NAAI took part or
came forward as an organizer in a number
of international branch forums:
06-08.10.14: President of NAAI came forward
with a lecture about the system of agricultural insurance in Russia at International Conference "Agricultural insurance and reinsurance of agricultural risks in the CIS, Europe
and Asia" in Istanbul (Turkey) (more than 20
countries of the world were presented).
08.04.2015: NAAI conducted in Moscow
International round table: "World experience
and improvement of the system of agricultural insurance in Russia", in that representatives of Ministry of Agriculture of Russia,
State Duma (parliament), Bank of Russia,
Eurasian economic commission, bodies of
agricultural production of Subjects of the
Russian Federation, international and Russian insurance and reinsurance markets,
professional associations of agricultural and

AIAG:

103

Head office:

members from

30

countries.

Zurich (Switzerland).

1957

Founded in Paris in
(the first association of insurers in Europe).

Agroseguro (Spain),
Tarsim (Turkey), ALASA (Argentina)
Founder-Members:

and other (associations, pools, reinsurers, brokers).

AIAG President dr. Kurt Weinberger
(on the right) spoke at a NAAI
event in Moscow, 2013
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Dr. Rainer Langner, board member
on AIAG, and Dmiriy Markarov,
board member of NAAI, 2015

State Duma Deputy Gennadiy Kulik
and dr. Rainer Langner, speakers
at the NAAI Moscow International
Round Table, 2015
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Olga Shelepneva, head of
Regulation of Insurance Market
Activities Section, Bank of Russia,
made a presentation at the NAAI
Moscow International Round Table
"World experience and improvement
of the system of agricultural
insurance in Russia", 8 April 2015
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NAAI:
GENERAL INFORMATION

• "Order of financing of compensatory payments by the members
of the "Single association of insurers of agro industrial complex National association of agricultural insurers";
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• "Order of forming and expense of resources on aims another, what
financing of compensatory payments";
• "Order of consideration of complaints about actions of members
of members of the "Single association of insurers of agro industrial
complex - National association of agricultural insurers";
• "Order of application and account of sanctions and another measures to the members of NAAI, their public servants and workers, and
also control after their execution";

CO-OPERATION AND
CONTROL WITHIN
NAAI

3.1.1. Preparation for agricultural
insurance system functioning
in centralized mode
In connection with the acceptance of the
Federal Law № 424-FZ, envisaging transition
to the common association, NAAI in 2015
worked out, ratified by Presidium of the
association and directed to Bank of Russia in
notifying order, and also on a concordance
with the regulator the next rules of activity:
• “Entering order into the "Single association of insurers of agro industrial complex National association of agricultural insurers"
of new members and exit or exception them
from the association";
• "Order of realization of compensatory payments by the "Single association of insurers
of agro industrial complex - National association of agricultural insurers";

• "Order of realization of verifications of activity of members of the
"Single association of insurers of agro industrial complex - National association of agricultural insurers" on the agricultural insurance
carried out with state support, and observances by them of rules of
activity".
3.1.2. Work of the executive staff of NAAI
The activity of the executive staff, committees and commissions of
NAAI in the period of 2014-2015 was substantially intensified in 2015
in connection with preparation for the transition of the system of
agricultural insurance on principles of centralization and common
association.
In 2014-2015 were conducted:
• 5 meetings of General Collegium of members of NAAI (2014: 3
meetings held, 2015: 2 meetings held);
• 15 meetings of Presidium of NAAI(2014: 5 meetings held, 2015: 10
meetings held);
• 17 meetings of the Management Board of NAAI (2014: 5 meetings
held, 2015: 12 meetings held).
Committees and commissions of NAAI worked actively, were
conducted:
• 42 meetings of NAAI Committee on methodology of insurance
(from them 27 - in 2015);
• 18 meetings of NAAI Committee on legal questions;
• 12 meetings of the Disciplinary commission;
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• 13 meetings of the Financial committee;

At the NAAI General Meeting, 2014

• 14 events of the NAAI Committee on Information Technologies (8
meeting of Committee, 5 meeting of the Tender group and 1 working meeting);
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• 10 meetings of the Committee on monitoring and insurance loss
assessment;
• 9 meetings of the Committee on Public Relations;
• 4 meetings of the Committee on Reinsurance.
3.1.3. Maintenance of internal discipline, control
after the observance of general requirements
Control after the activity of members of NAAI for the purpose of
observance of requirements of provisions of Charter, internal documents of NAAI, Rules of professional activity comes true by the association on planned base and not provided for by the plan base.
In 2014-2015 in the zone of attention of supervisory body of the
association were placed foremost processes related to the realization
of the subsidized agricultural insurance by the members of NAAI.
In August 2014 Committee on the methodology of insurance confirmed obligatory requirements to the contracts of crop insurance,
landings of perennial plants and livestock insurances, carried out
with state support, Failure to observe of that was fixed during the
realization of planned verifications and to passed out for consideration by the Disciplinary commission of NAAI.
With 2016 powers of NAAI as common association of agricultural
insurers set by the Federal Law 260‑FZ in the release of changes from
2014, are extended: the association is under obligation to carry out
control after observance by its members not only the set rules of professional activity, but also rules of agricultural insurance.
Only in the period of 2014-2015 years NAAI conducted 30 planned
verifications of insurance companies-members of the association
overcoming all operating members. By the Disciplinary commission
of NAAI 14 decisions were taken away about bringing in to the disciplinary responsibility of members of the association. From them in
2014 10 decisions were taken away. In 2015 in connection with term
expiration of payment of membership fees penalty approvals were
applied to 4 insurance companies

In the period of 2014-2015 years the Executive staff of NAAI received
4 complaints entered about the actions of the companies-members
of NAAI. Complaints acted on the agricultural insurance contracts
with state support, concluded by two insurance companies-NAAI
members.
NAAI was conducted work on consideration of those complaints,
explanations to insured and recommending to insurance organizations were given.
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3.1.4. Consideration of complaints and
appeals of the insured companies.

Management Board of NAAI as at December, 31 2015
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GOVERNING BODIES
OF NAAI

Egorov Innokentiy Nikolaevich

Chairman of Management
Board of NAAI

Bizhdov Korney Datkovich

President of NAAI

Galakhov Aleksey
Vladimirovich

Deputy director general
on the corporate business
of ОSAO "Ingosstrakh"

Мarkarov Dmitry Eduardovich

First vice-president of
LTD "Rosgosstrakh"

Ribina Anna Guennadievna

Deputy director general
СОАО "VSK"

Skvortzov Vladimir Yurievich

Director general
ОАО "АlfaStrajovaniye"

Presidium of NAAI as at December, 31 2015
Bizhdov Korney Datkovich

President of NAAI

Galakhov Aleksey
Vladimirovich

Deputy director general
on the corporate business
of ОSAO "Ingosstrakh"

Egorov Innokentiy Nikolaevich

Member of Committee of
the Council of Federation on
agrarian and food policy

Zhuk Igor Nikolaevich

Director of Department
of the insurance market
of the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation

Lesina Irina Ivanovna

President of ZAO
“Guta-Strajovaniye”

Мarkarov Dmitry Eduardovich

First vice-president of
LTD "Rosgosstrakh"

Martiyanova Nadejda
Vasilievna

Director general of
ZAO "MAKS”

Ovsianitzkiy Oleg Sergueevich

Director general SAO “VSK”

Prostatin Seguey Ivanovich

Acting Director general
of ZAO Ins.Co
“RSXB-Strakhovaniye”

Rakovschik Dmitry
Grigorievich

Director General of
OSAO “Reso-Garantia”

Skvortzov Vladimir Yurievich

Director general
ОАО "АlfaStrajovaniye"

Tikhonova Maya
Aleksandrovna

Director General of
OOO “Ins.Co.Soglasiye”

Yurgens Igor Yurievich

President of ARIA (All Russian
insurance association)

The management system of the association
consists of:
• General Assembly of members of the association, being the supreme body of management of the association;
• Presidium of the association, being the
collective organ of management of the
association;
• Management Board of the association,
being the collective organ of management
of the association, carrying out co-ordination of its current activity.
• President of the association, being the individual executive branch of the association,
carrying out common guidance of the union.
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The President of the association manages
the executive staff of the union.
The body of control of financial and economic activity of the association is the Inspection
commission (inspector) of the union.

D. Droban (AlfaStrakhovanie), D. Markarov (Rosgosstrakh)

Committees and commissions of NAAI
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Within the framework of the association committees and commissions with the aim of having an account of interests of all members
of the association at making decisions have been formed.
Within the framework of the association in 2014-2015 have been
working:
Committee on the Methodology of Insurance: chairman of committee is Blinkov Oleg Nikolaevich, Head of Center of agricultural
insurance of LTD. "Rosgosstrakh".
Committee on the Reinsurance: chairman of committee is Perfilieva Olga Iliynichna, Deputy head of the department of reinsurance of
LTD. "Rosgosstrakh".
Committee on Legal Issues: chairman of committee is Shaposhnikov Dmitry Valerievich, Chief of Directorate of insurance of financial institutes and partners of Department of corporate business of
OSAO "Ingosstrakh".
Committee on Public Relations: chairman of committee is Danilkina Renata Victorovna, Chief of Directorate of external and internal
communications of Department of marketing, publicity, public relations of LTD “Ins Co. Soglasiye”.
Financial Committee: chairman of committee is Arefieva Elena
Aleksandrovna, Director of Department of finance and economy of
OSAO "Ingosstrakh."
Disciplinary Committee: presiding commissioner is Bizhdov Korney
Datkovich , President of NAAI.
Committee on Monitoring and Insurance of the Loss Examination: chairman of the committee is Boranukov Mukharbiy Khazrailevich, Chief of Directorate of the methodology of insurance and settlement of losses of NAAI.
Committee on Information Technologies: chairman of committee is Khramchikhin Nikolay Victorovich, technical chief, Direction of
computer-aided systems of Department of information technologies of LTD. "Rosgosstrakh."
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Inspection Committee: presiding commissioner is Feofanova Olga
Vladimirovna, Chief of section of special projects of ОАО "NASKO."

• expressing a willingness to assist the achievement of regulation
aims of the association;
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• accepting obligations, following from the rules of activity, set by
the association in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation and the NAAI Charter.
During the 2014-2015 work was conducted on introducing of insurance organizations into the membership of NAAI.
In 2014 as the insurance company: JSC "Ins. Co "Avant Guard Polis"
became a member of NAAI.
In 2015 handed in applications about membership in NAAI eight
insurance companies. Including those which passed required by
Charter and Rules of professional activity of NAAI entry procedures
and became NAAI members are:

NAAI’S STRUCTURE IN
2014 - 2015

• AO "Insurance Company Opora";
• LTD. "Co. Verna";
• AO "RSK"Sterkh";
• ОАО "Ins.Co. "EUROPE".

According to Charter, the members of NAAI
can be insurance organizations:

The number of members of NAAI as at December 31, 2015 was 19
insurance organizations.

• having an operating license to the realization of voluntary property insurance;
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• fully acknowledging requirements of the
NAAI Charter;

At a NAAI work meeting, 2015

Representatives of insurance companies MAKS,
Soglasiye and VSK at a NAAI work meeting, 2014
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CONTACTS

The National Association
of Agricultural Insurers (NAAI)
107217, the Russian Federation, Moscow,
Sadovaya-Spasskaya str, 21/1, Office 833
Phone/fax: +7 (495) 782-04-99, 782-05-34
Web-site: www.naai.ru
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E‑mail: info@naai.ru
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APPENDIX.
EXTRACT FROM THE
AUDIT REPORT, 2015

MARILLION KRESTON INTERNATIONAL
Opinion
In our opinion, the accounting report adequately reflects all the substantial relations
of the financial position of “The Common Association of the Agricultural Production
Insurers – The National Association of Agricultural Insurers” Union as of December 31st,
2015. The results of its financial and economic activities and accuracy in accounts and
transactions during 2015 are in accordance with the Russian rules of accounting reports.
21st April, 2016
Director of Department of general audit of LTD. АК "Marillion" Е.N.Gerasimovskaya
on the basis of warrant № of 005-АК-2016 from 12.01.2016
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